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A new third-order solution for multi-directional irregular water waves in finite
water depth is presented. The solution includes explicit expressions for the surface
elevation, the amplitude dispersion and the vertical variation of the velocity potential.
Expressions for the velocity potential at the free surface are also provided, and
the formulation incorporates the effect of an ambient current with the option of
specifying zero net volume flux. Harmonic resonance may occur at third order for
certain combinations of frequencies and wavenumber vectors, and in this situation the
perturbation theory breaks down due to singularities in the transfer functions. We
analyse harmonic resonance for the case of a monochromatic short-crested wave
interacting with a plane wave having a different frequency, and make long-term
simulations with a high-order Boussinesq formulation in order to study the evolution
of wave trains exposed to harmonic resonance.
Key words: surface gravity waves, waves/free-surface flows
1. Introduction
Nonlinear irregular multi-directional water waves are commonly described to second
order using the formulation by Sharma & Dean (1981). This is based on a double
summation over all possible pairs of wave components, utilizing a second-order
solution for bi-directional bichromatic waves as the kernel in the summation. In this
work, we present a third-order analytical solution for trichromatic tri-directional waves,
which is then used as the kernel in a triple summation over all triplets, plus a
double summation over the relevant doublets. The outcome of this work is thus a
third-order theory for multi-directional irregular waves in finite water depth, including
the effect of ambient or wave-induced currents. The formulation is an extension of
the work by Zhang & Chen (1999) from deep water to arbitrary depth, and from
collinear interactions to multi-directional interactions. It is also an extension of the
work by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006) from third-order bi-directional bichromatic waves
to multi-directional irregular waves.
Fuhrman & Madsen (2006) demonstrated the importance of accounting for
third-order effects in boundary conditions for monochromatic short-crested waves
in connection with numerical or laboratory experiments. They made numerical
simulations using a high-order Boussinesq-type formulation and performed an analysis
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of the consequence of neglecting the second and third harmonics at the boundary. On
this basis they concluded that, for wave fields with two-dimensional surface patterns,
the neglect of third-harmonic terms at the boundary can cause a release of spurious
free first harmonics, which lead to unsteady features such as slow modulations of
amplitudes in the main wave direction in addition to curving of crestlines with
local dips and peaks in the transverse direction. These unsteady phenomena were
found to be at least as significant as the well-known spurious features resulting
from the neglect of second-harmonic terms. Their conclusions were experimentally
confirmed by Henderson, Patterson & Segur (2006), even though the third-order
boundary conditions for their paddle motion were only approximate and without any
compensation for evanescent modes. Fuhrman & Madsen (2006) and Henderson et al.
(2006) found that the third-order short-crested theory was useful for providing steady
solutions even for grazing angles as small as 10◦ and wave steepness as high as
ka = 0.30. The new theory presented in this paper provides a method for nonlinear
analysis of a general sea state, and may also be useful for the generation of more
complex wave trains involving several wave components of different frequencies and
directions.
Indeed, phenomena related to short-crested waves have been extensively studied
in the literature with theoretical, numerical and experimental methods. The reason
is clearly that this case is of fundamental importance to the understanding of multi-
directional irregular waves, and at the same time it has a relatively simple form and
mathematical description even at high orders of nonlinearity. Experimentally, short-
crested waves have been studied by, for example, Hammack, Scheffner & Segur
(1989), Kimmoun, Ioualalen & Kharif (1999), Hammack, Henderson & Segur (2005)
and Henderson et al. (2006). Analytical solutions have been provided by Chappelear
(1961) and Hsu, Tsuchiya & Silvester (1979) to third order and by Ioualalen (1993)
to fourth order. Roberts (1983), Roberts & Schwartz (1983) and Marchant & Roberts
(1987) computed short-crested waves using a numerical perturbation method up to
27th and 35th order for deep water and finite depth, respectively. Roberts & Peregrine
(1983) treated the important limit of grazing angles, where the short-crested deep-
water waves become long-crested. Fully numerical computations have been performed
by, for example, Bryant (1985), Craig & Nicholls (2002) and Fuhrman & Madsen
(2006). In the present work we study the interaction of a monochromatic short-crested
wave with a plane wave of another frequency, which is of similar fundamental
interest, being the simplest extension beyond the monochromatic short-crested case.
For this purpose we use a high-order Boussinesq-type model with third-order boundary
conditions determined by the new theory.
One of the important properties of short-crested waves is the occurrence of harmonic
resonance. This phenomenon was first discussed and defined by Phillips (1960), and he
concluded that it occurs whenever the frequency of a bound higher harmonic becomes
identical to the frequency of a free infinitesimal wave of the same wavenumber. While
non-resonating components are bounded in time and receive only a limited pulse
of energy from the primary components, the resonating components can receive a
continuing energy transfer until they reach the level of the primary components. This
is the key mechanism in the long-term evolution of wave spectra in the ocean, and
the seminal work by Phillips (1960) had a major impact on the formulation of wave
evolution models, such as Hasselmann (1962), Zakharov (1968), Krasitskii (1994) and
Janssen (2003).
Roberts (1981, 1983) identified the resonating higher harmonics for short-crested
waves, and he found the resonances to be densely distributed but of relatively high
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order (the lowest order was shown to be sixth order). Ioualalen & Kharif (1993, 1994)
investigated the stability of deep-water short-crested waves in order to estimate the
time scales of these resonances, and they identified the associated instabilities as
McLean’s (1982) class I. However, they found them to be very sporadic and weak,
with a long time scale evolution. Other stability aspects of short-crested waves were
investigated by, for example, Badulin et al. (1995), Ioualalen, Roberts & Kharif (1996),
Ioualalen, Kharif & Roberts (1999) and Fuhrman, Madsen & Bingham (2006). Smith
& Roberts (1999) and Ioualalen et al. (2006) concluded that harmonic resonance
manifests in the occurrence of multiple solutions (non-uniqueness) and associated
bifurcation behaviour.
For more complicated wave patterns involving at least two different frequencies,
harmonic resonance can occur at third order, as shown by Phillips (1960). As
an example, Phillips (1960) and Longuet-Higgins (1962) considered the case of
two interacting bichromatic bi-directional waves, which are resonating for certain
wavenumber combinations. They predicted the linear growth rate of the resonating
component, and a simple laboratory experiment with two perpendicular primary
waves was proposed in order to demonstrate and investigate this phenomenon. In
this work, we present a similar, but slightly more complicated, numerical experiment
with a combination of a short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave of another
frequency. Our objective is to study the evolution of the wave pattern in the vicinity of
third-order resonance.
Finally, we acknowledge that the Zakharov formulation, e.g. as given by Zakharov
(1968, 1999) and Krasitskii (1994), in principle allows for a determination of third-
order expressions for the surface elevation and surface potential of steady trichromatic
tri-directional waves in finite depth. However, until recently, it has been a problem
to determine a unique solution to the Zakharov kernel function in finite depth, an
issue only recently resolved by Janssen & Onorato (2007) for the special case of
T(k1, k1, k1, k1) and by Stiassnie & Gramstad (2009) for the case of T(k1, k2, k1, k2).
Rather than pursuing a theory based on the Zakharov formulation, the present work is
founded on classical Stokes-type perturbation expansions.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we summarize the governing equations
and the perturbation method necessary to obtain higher-order analytical solutions
for irregular waves. The starting point is a linear wave group consisting of a
superposition of at least three different wave components (a trichromatic wave with
different frequencies and different wavenumber vectors). The classical first- and
second-order solutions to this problem are given in §§ 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
The new third-order solution for irregular multi-directional waves is given in § 3.3.
This solution is defined in terms of the surface elevation and the vertical variation
of the velocity potential, including general relations for amplitudes, wavenumbers,
frequencies, transfer functions and amplitude dispersion. In § 3.4 the velocity potential
is evaluated directly on the free surface, and this may be used to provide boundary
conditions for numerical models. In § 3.5 we illustrate the analytical solution for a
particular case of a short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave of a different
frequency. Then, § 4 is devoted to the discussion of harmonic resonance. First, the
resonance curves are identified and depicted for a monochromatic wave interacting
with a plane wave of another frequency. Second, long-term simulations are made with
a high-order Boussinesq-type formulation to investigate the evolution of wave fields
exposed to harmonic resonance. Finally, § 5 contains a summary and conclusions.
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2. The governing equations and the perturbation method
We consider the classical problem of an irrotational flow of an incompressible
inviscid fluid with a free surface and a horizontal bottom. A Cartesian coordinate
system is adopted with the x-axis and the y-axis located on the mean water plane
(MWP) and with the z-axis pointing vertically upwards. Hence, the domain is
bounded by the horizontal sea bed at z = −h and by the free surface z = η(x, y, t).
The irrotationality of the flow is expressed through the introduction of the velocity
potential Φ defined by
u(x, y, z, t)≡ ∂Φ
∂x
, v(x, y, z, t)≡ ∂Φ
∂y
, w(x, y, z, t)≡ ∂Φ
∂z
, (2.1)
where u, v and w are the components of the particle velocity in the x, y and z
directions, respectively. In this framework, the governing equations for the fully
nonlinear wave problem include two linear equations (the Laplace equation and the
kinematic bottom condition),
∂2Φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2Φ
∂y2
+ ∂
2Φ
∂z2
= 0 for −h6 z6 η(x, y, t), (2.2)
∂Φ
∂z
= 0 at z=−h, (2.3)
and two nonlinear equations (the kinematic and dynamic surface conditions),
∂η
∂t
− w˜+ u˜∂η
∂x
+ v˜ ∂η
∂y
= 0 at z= η(x, y, t), (2.4)
Ψ˜ + gη + 12(u˜2 + v˜2 + w˜2)= 0 at z= η(x, y, t). (2.5)
Note that (2.4) and (2.5) have been expressed in terms of surface variables defined by
u˜≡ u(x, y, η, t)≡
(
∂Φ
∂x
)
z=η
, v˜ ≡ v(x, y, η, t)≡
(
∂Φ
∂y
)
z=η
, (2.6)
w˜≡ w(x, y, η, t)≡
(
∂Φ
∂z
)
z=η
, Ψ˜ ≡
(
∂Φ
∂t
)
z=η
. (2.7)
We emphasize that, in connection with the perturbation method introduced in the
following, it is necessary to express the velocity variables at the free surface in terms
of Taylor series expansions from the mean water datum z = 0. In this process, we
include the first three terms in the Taylor expansions and obtain
u˜'
(
∂Φ
∂x
+ η ∂
2Φ
∂x∂z
+ 1
2
η2
∂3Φ
∂x∂z2
)
z=0
, v˜ '
(
∂Φ
∂y
+ η ∂
2Φ
∂y∂z
+ 1
2
η2
∂3Φ
∂y∂z2
)
z=0
, (2.8)
w˜'
(
∂Φ
∂z
+ η∂
2Φ
∂z2
+ 1
2
η2
∂3Φ
∂z3
)
z=0
, Ψ˜ '
(
∂Φ
∂t
+ η∂
2Φ
∂t∂z
+ 1
2
η2
∂3Φ
∂t∂z2
)
z=0
. (2.9)
The analytical solutions derived in the following chapters are of the form
η(x, y, t)= η(1) + η(2) + η(3) + · · · , (2.10)
Φ(x, y, z, t)=Φ(1) +Φ(2) +Φ(3) + · · · , (2.11)
ω = ω(1) + ω(3) + · · · . (2.12)
These are based on the classical perturbation method, which assumes that some
parameter (ε) naturally appearing in the governing equations, in our case the
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nonlinearity, is small. Typically, a perturbation analysis is performed in dimensionless
variables, in which case ε represents a given physical quantity such as the wavenumber
times the wave amplitude (ka) or the wave amplitude divided by the water depth (a/h).
We prefer, however, to perform the analysis in dimensional variables and emphasize
that in this case ε has no physical meaning, but merely appears as a marker convenient
for collecting terms of various orders of magnitude. Once the hierarchy of solutions
have been obtained, ε can be set to unity.
3. The third-order formulation for irregular waves
3.1. The first-order solution
The starting point for the perturbation method is to choose a specific form of the
first-order solution η(1). Once this has been done, we can determine the equivalent
form of the first-order velocity potential using the linear relationship gη ' −Φt at
z = 0. In the present work, we consider a first-order progressive wave group made up
of N frequencies ωn, where n = 1, 2, . . . ,N. It should be emphasized that, to achieve
a third-order formulation valid for irregular waves, we need to require that N > 3, i.e.
as a minimum the first-order wave train should consist of a trichromatic wave group.
With the wavenumber vectors defined by kn ≡ (knx, kny), and the phase functions given
by
θn ≡ ωnt − knxx− knyy, (3.1)
the first-order solution now reads
η(1) = ε
N∑
n=1
(an cos θn + bn sin θn) , (3.2)
Φ(1) = U · x+ ε
N∑
n=1
Fn cosh(κnZ) (an sin θn − bn cos θn) , (3.3)
where x ≡ (x, y), Z ≡ z + h and U is an ambient current vector (constant in time
and space). Note that the formulation has been given in terms of cosine and sine
components as an alternative to cosine components with random phase shifts. Hence,
(3.2) and (3.3) describe a linear multidirectional irregular wave train, and, provided
that N > 3, this can be lifted to third order as demonstrated in § 3.3.
By inserting (3.3) into the Laplace equation, we obtain
κn = |kn| =
√
k2nx + k2ny. (3.4)
Next, we insert (3.2) and (3.3) into (2.8) and (2.9), which again are inserted in
(2.4) and (2.5). We collect terms proportional to O(ε) and obtain two independent
homogeneous equations. These are satisfied by the linear dispersion relation (including
a Doppler shift from the ambient current)
ω(1)n = kn ·U + ω1n, ω1n ≡
√
gκn tanh(hκn), (3.5)
and by the velocity coefficients
Fn = −ω1n
κn sinh(hκn)
. (3.6)
This defines the first-order solution in the perturbation method.
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3.2. The second-order solution
In the derivation of the second-order surface elevation, it is convenient to first pre-
assess its form by calculating the square of the first-order solution divided by h. As
discussed by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006), this procedure makes sense because the
governing equations contain quadratic nonlinearities, and it defines the form (but not
the magnitude) of η(2). Similarly, the form (but not the magnitude) of the second-order
velocity potential can be pre-assessed by using gη(2) ' −Φ(2)t at z = 0. This procedure
leads to the following form of the second-order bound waves:
η(2) = ε2
N∑
n=1
G2n(A2n cos 2θn + B2n sin 2θn)
+ ε2
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
Gn±m(An±m cos θn±m + Bn±m sin θn±m), (3.7)
Φ(2) = ε2
N∑
n=1
F2n cosh(κ2nZ)(A2n sin 2θn − B2n cos 2θn)
+ ε2
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
Fn±m cosh(κn±mZ)(An±m sin θn±m − Bn±m cos θn±m). (3.8)
With N = 3, the first summation in (3.7) and (3.8) contains three terms, which
represent the self–self interactions 2θn (known from Stokes theory for monochromatic
waves). Then follows a double summation containing three sum-interaction terms
(using the upper signs) and three difference-interaction terms (using the lower signs).
These six terms represent pairwise bichromatic interactions with phase functions
defined by
θn±m ≡ θn ± θm. (3.9)
The amplitude coefficients for the bichromatic interactions are given by
An±m ≡ 1h(anam ∓ bnbm), Bn±m ≡
1
h
(ambn ± anbm), (3.10)
while the coefficients for self–self interaction read
A2n ≡ 12An+n =
1
2h
(a2n − b2n), B2n ≡
1
2
Bn+n = 12hanbn. (3.11)
Next, we determine the wavenumbers κ2n and κn±m by requiring that (3.8) should
satisfy the Laplace equation, and this leads to
κn±m = |kn ± km| =
√
(knx ± kmx)2+ (kny ± kmy)2, (3.12)
κ2n = |2kn| = 2κn. (3.13)
The corresponding frequency relations read
ωn±m ≡ ω1n ± ω1m, ω2n ≡ 2ω1n, (3.14)
where ω1n and ω1m satisfy (3.5).
3.2.1. The second-order transfer functions
At this stage the solution specified in (3.7) and (3.8) automatically satisfies the
Laplace equation and the kinematic bottom condition. The remaining problem is
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to satisfy the nonlinear surface conditions. First, we insert η = η(1) + η(2) and
Φ = Φ(1) + Φ(2) into (2.8) and (2.9), which again are inserted in (2.4) and (2.5).
Next, terms of order O(ε2) are collected and we obtain a set of algebraic equations for
the determination of the second-order transfer functions G2n, Gn±m, F2n and Fn±m. In
order to achieve a compact formulation of the result, we introduce the definitions
αn±m ≡ ωn±m cosh(hκn±m), (3.15)
γn±m ≡ κn±m sinh(hκn±m), (3.16)
βn±m ≡ ω2n±m cosh(hκn±m)− gκn±m sinh(hκn±m). (3.17)
The solution for Gn+m, which is the super-harmonic transfer function for the surface
elevation, becomes
Gn+m =Λ2[•] ≡ h2ω1nω1mβn+m (gαn+m(ω1n(κ
2
m + kn · km)+ ω1m(κ2n + kn · km))
+ γn+m(g2kn · km + ω21nω21m − ω1nω1mω2n+m)). (3.18)
We note that it is a function of the following arguments:
Λ2[•] ≡Λ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {ω1m, km, κm}, {ωn+m, αn+m, γn+m, βn+m}]. (3.19)
The solution for Gn−m, which is the sub-harmonic transfer function for the surface
elevation, can be determined by switching the arguments in (3.19) using
Gn−m =Λ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {−ω1m,−km, κm}, {ωn−m, αn−m, γn−m, βn−m}]. (3.20)
Similarly, the super-harmonic velocity potential transfer function Fn+m becomes
Fn+m = Γ2[•] ≡ h2ω1nω1mβn+m (ω1nω1mωn+m(ω
2
n+m − ω1nω1m)
− g2ω1n(κ2m + 2kn · km)− g2ω1m(κ2n + 2kn · km)), (3.21)
where Γ is a function of the following arguments:
Γ2[•] ≡ Γ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {ω1m, km, κm}, {ωn+m, βn+m}]. (3.22)
The sub-harmonic function Fn−m can be determined by
Fn−m = Γ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {−ω1m,−km, κm}, {ωn−m, βn−m}]. (3.23)
We emphasize that the expressions for Gn±m and Fn±m agree with the original
derivation by Sharma & Dean (1981).
Also the transfer functions for the self–self interactions can be determined from
(3.18) and (3.21) using, for example,
G2n ≡ Gn+n =Λ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {ω1n, kn, κn}, {ωn+n, αn+n, γn+n, βn+n}], (3.24)
F2n ≡ Fn+n = Γ2[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {ω1n, kn, κn}, {ωn+n, βn+n}], (3.25)
and these expressions simplify to the classical solution by Stokes (1847) for
monochromatic waves:
G2n = 12hκn(2+ cosh 2hκn)
coth hκn
sinh2hκn
, F2n =−34
hω1n
sinh4hκn
. (3.26)
In this connection we must emphasize that an unfortunate error appears in Madsen &
Fuhrman (2006), where we claimed that G2n ≡ 12Gn+n and F2n ≡ 12Fn+n. The correct
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connection is given by (3.24) and (3.25). Finally, we note that Gn±m and Fn±m are
even/odd functions, respectively, i.e.
Gm±n = Gn±m, Fm±n =±Fn±m. (3.27)
3.3. The third-order solution
The derivation of the third-order solution follows the principles outlined in connection
with the second-order solution. First, we pre-assess the form of the surface elevation
by calculating the square of η(1) + η(2) and dividing by h, while collecting terms of
order ε3. Next, we pre-assess the form of the third-order velocity potential by using
gη(3) ' −Φ(3)t at z = 0. This procedure leads to the following form of the third-order
bound waves:
η(3) = ε3
N∑
n=1
G13n(an cos θn + bn sin θn)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
G3n(A3n cos 3θn + B3n sin 3θn)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
Gn±2m(An±2m cos θn±2m + Bn±2m sin θn±2m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
G2n±m(A2n±m cos θ2n±m + B2n±m sin θ2n±m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
N∑
p=m+1
Gn±m±p(An±m±p cos θn±m±p + Bn±m±p sin θn±m±p), (3.28)
Φ(3) = ε3
N∑
n=1
F13n cosh(κnZ)(an sin θn − bn cos θn)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
F3n cosh(κ3nZ)(A3n sin 3θn − B3n cos 3θn)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
Fn±2m cosh(κn±2mZ)(An±2m sin θn±2m − Bn±2m cos θn±2m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
F2n±m cosh(κ2n±mZ)(A2n±m sin θ2n±m − B2n±m cos θ2n±m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
N∑
p=m+1
Fn±m±p cosh(κn±m±pZ)
× (An±m±p sin θn±m±p − Bn±m±p cos θn±m±p). (3.29)
With N = 3, the first summation in (3.28) and (3.29) contains three terms,
representing the third-order correction to the first-order velocity potential. These terms,
which have phase functions identical to the first-order solution, play a role in the
necessary removal of secular terms. The next summation also contains three terms,
which represent the self–self–self interactions 3θn (known from Stokes theory for
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monochromatic waves). Then follows two double summations each containing three
sum-interaction terms (using the upper signs) and three difference-interaction terms
(using the lower signs). These 12 terms represent pairwise bichromatic interactions
with phase functions defined by
θn±2m ≡ θn ± 2θm, θ2n±m ≡ 2θn ± θm. (3.30)
Finally, there follows the triple summation containing four terms, which represent the
trichromatic interactions with phase functions defined by
θn±m±p ≡ θn ± θm ± θp. (3.31)
Hence with N = 3, the third-order contribution consists of 22 interaction terms.
The pre-assessment also provides the amplitude coefficients for the trichromatic
interactions in (3.28) and (3.29), which can be expressed by
An±m±p =ΘA[{an, bn}, {am,±bm}, {ap,±bp}], (3.32)
Bn±m±p =ΘB[{an, bn}, {am,±bm}, {ap,±bp}], (3.33)
where
ΘA[{an, bn}, {am, bm}, {ap, bp}] ≡ anamap − bnbmap − bnambp − anbmbph2 , (3.34)
ΘB[{an, bn}, {am, bm}, {ap, bp}] ≡ bnamap + anbmap + anambp − bnbmbph2 . (3.35)
It turns out that the pairwise bichromatic interactions and the self–self–self interactions
can also be expressed in terms of the trichromatic coefficients and we obtain, for
example,
An±2m = 12ΘA[{an, bn}, {am,±bm}, {am,±bm}], (3.36)
Bn±2m = 12ΘB[{an, bn}, {am,±bm}, {am,±bm}] (3.37)
and
A3n = 12ΘA[{an, bn}, {an, bn}, {an, bn}], (3.38)
B3n = 12ΘB[{an, bn}, {an, bn}, {an, bn}]. (3.39)
3.3.1. Wavenumber and frequency relations
The next step is to satisfy the Laplace equation by (3.29). This leads to the
following wavenumber combinations:
κn±m±p = |kn ± km ± kp| =
√
(knx ± kmx ± kpx)2+ (kny ± kmy ± kpy)2, (3.40)
κn±2m = |kn ± 2km| =
√
(knx ± 2kmx)2+ (kny ± 2kmy)2, (3.41)
κ2n±m = |2kn ± km| =
√
(2knx ± kmx)2+ (2kny ± kmy)2, (3.42)
κ3n = |3kn| = 3κn. (3.43)
The corresponding frequency relations read
ωn±m±p ≡ ω1n ± ω1m ± ω1p, ωn±2m ≡ ω1n ± 2ω1m,
ω2n±m ≡ 2ω1n ± ω1m, ω3n ≡ 3ω1n,
}
(3.44)
where ω1n, ω1m and ω1p satisfy (3.5).
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3.3.2. The third-order transfer functions
The remaining problem is to satisfy the nonlinear kinematic and dynamic surface
conditions. In order to do so, we insert η = η(1)+η(2)+η(3) and Φ =Φ(1)+Φ(2)+Φ(3)
into (2.8) and (2.9), which are again inserted in (2.4) and (2.5). In this process the
phase functions should incorporate the frequencies
ωn = kn ·U + ω1n(1+ ε2ω3n), (3.45)
where ω3n defines the third-order amplitude dispersion, which is necessary in order
to remove secular terms (i.e. terms that resonate with the first-order solution). Terms
of order O(ε3) are collected, and we obtain a set of algebraic equations for the
determination of the third-order transfer functions Gn±m±p, Gn±2m, G2n±m, G3n and
Fn±m±p, Fn±2m, F2n±m, F3n. In order to achieve a compact formulation of the result, we
introduce the following definitions:
βn±m±p ≡ ω2n±m±p cosh(hκn±m±p)− gκn±m±p sinh(hκn±m±p), (3.46)
βn±2m ≡ ω2n±2m cosh(hκn±2m)− gκn±2m sinh(hκn±2m), (3.47)
β2n±m ≡ ω22n±m cosh(hκ2n±m)− gκ2n±m sinh(hκ2n±m), (3.48)
β3n ≡ ω23n cosh(hκ3n)− gκ3n sinh(hκ3n) (3.49)
and
αn±m±p ≡ ωn±m±p cosh(hκn±m±p), γn±m±p ≡ κn±m±p sinh(hκn±m±p), (3.50)
αn±2m ≡ ωn±2m cosh(hκn±2m), γn±2m ≡ κn±2m sinh(hκn±2m), (3.51)
α2n±m ≡ ω2n±m cosh(hκ2n±m), γ2n±m ≡ κ2n±m sinh(hκ2n±m). (3.52)
The solution for Gn+m+p becomes
Gn+m+p =Λ3[•] ≡ h
2
4βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p(ω1n(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2n )
+ω1m(km · kn + km · kp + κ2m)+ ω1p(kp · kn + kp · km + κ2p ))
+ γn+m+p
(
g
ω1n
(ω1mkm · kn + ω1pkp · kn − ωn+m+pκ2n )
+ g
ω1m
(ω1nkn · km + ω1pkp · km − ωn+m+pκ2m)
+ g
ω1p
(ω1nkn · kp + ω1mkm · kp − ωn+m+pκ2p )
))
− hFn+m
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p cosh(hκn+m)(kn · kp + km · kp + κ2n+m)
+ γn+m+p
(
g
ω1p
(kn · kp + km · kp) cosh(hκn+m)− γn+mωn+m+p
))
− hFn+p
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p cosh(hκn+p)(kn · km + km · kp + κ2n+p)
+ γn+m+p
(
g
ω1m
(kn · km + km · kp) cosh(hκn+p)− γn+pωn+m+p
))
− hFm+p
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p cosh(hκm+p)(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2m+p)
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+ γn+m+p
(
g
ω1n
(kn · km + kn · kp) cosh(hκm+p)− γm+pωn+m+p
))
+ hGn+m
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p
g
ω1p
(kn · kp + km · kp + κ2p )− γn+m+pω21p
)
+ hGn+p
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p
g
ω1m
(kn · km + km · kp + κ2m)− γn+m+pω21m
)
+ hGm+p
2βn+m+p
(
αn+m+p
g
ω1n
(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2n )− γn+m+pω21n
)
.
(3.53)
This is one of four trichromatic transfer functions for the surface elevation, and we
note that it is a function of the following arguments:
Λ3[•] ≡Λ3[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {ω1m, km, κm}, {ω1p, kp, κp}, {κn+m, γn+m,Gn+m,Fn+m},
{κn+p, γn+p,Gn+p,Fn+p}, {κm+p, γm+p,Gm+p,Fm+p},
{ωn+m+p, αn+m+p, γn+m+p, βn+m+p}]. (3.54)
The solutions for Gn−m+p, Gn+m−p and Gn−m−p can all be determined by switching the
arguments in (3.54) and we generally obtain
Gn±m±p ≡Λ3[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {±ω1m,±km, κm}, {±ω1p,±kp, κp},
{κn±m, γn±m,Gn±m,Fn±m}, {κn±p, γn±p,Gn±p,Fn±p},
{κ±m±p, γ±m±p,G±m±p,F±m±p}, {ωn±m±p, αn±m±p, γn±m±p, βn±m±p}]. (3.55)
Similarly, we determine Fn+m+p to be
Fn+m+p = Γ3[•] ≡ −gh
2
4βn+m+p
(
ω1n(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2n )
+ω1m(km · kn + km · kp + κ2m)+ ω1p(kp · kn + kp · km + κ2p )
+ ωn+m+p
ω1n
(ω1mkm · kn + ω1pkp · kn − ωn+m+pκ2n )
+ ωn+m+p
ω1m
(ω1nkn · km + ω1pkp · km − ωn+m+pκ2m)
+ ωn+m+p
ω1p
(ω1nkn · kp + ω1mkm · kp − ωn+m+pκ2p )
)
+ hFn+m
2βn+m+p
(
g cosh(hκn+m)
(
(kn · kp + km · kp + κ2n+m)
+ ωn+m+p
ω1p
(kn · kp + km · kp)
)
− γn+mω2n+m+p
)
+ hFn+p
2βn+m+p
(
g cosh(hκn+p)
(
(kn · km + km · kp + κ2n+p)
+ ωn+m+p
ω1m
(kn · km + km · kp)
)
− γn+pω2n+m+p
)
+ hFm+p
2βn+m+p
(
g cosh(hκm+p)
(
(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2m+p)
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+ ωn+m+p
ω1n
(kn · km + kn · kp)
)
− γm+pω2n+m+p
)
+ hGn+m
2βn+m+p
(
ω21pωn+m+p −
g2
ω1p
(kn · kp + km · kp + κ2p )
)
+ hGn+p
2βn+m+p
(
ω21mωn+m+p −
g2
ω1m
(kn · km + km · kp + κ2m)
)
+ hGm+p
2βn+m+p
(
ω21nωn+m+p −
g2
ω1n
(kn · km + kn · kp + κ2n )
)
. (3.56)
We note that Γ3 is a function of the same arguments as Λ3 and consequently we can
determine the four trichromatic transfer functions by
Fn±m±p ≡ Γ3[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {±ω1m,±km, κm}, {±ω1p,±kp, κp},
{κn±m, γn±m,Gn±m,Fn±m}, {κn±p, γn±p,Gn±p,Fn±p},
{κ±m±p, γ±m±p,G±m±p,F±m±p}, {ωn±m±p, βn±m±p}]. (3.57)
Next, we focus on the third-order bichromatic transfer functions such as Gn±2m and
G2n±m. They have previously been determined by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006), but it
turns out that they can be expressed in terms of the trichromatic transfer functions
using
Gn+2m = Gn+m+m, Fn+2m = Fn+m+m, (3.58)
Gn−2m = Gn−m−m, Fn−2m = Fn−m−m, (3.59)
G2n+m = Gn+n+m, F2n+m = Fn+n+m, (3.60)
G2n−m = Gn+n−m, F2n−m = Fn+n−m. (3.61)
As an example we get
Gn−m−m =Λ3[{ω1n, kn, κn}, {−ω1m,−km, κm}, {−ω1m,−km, κm},
{κn−m, γn−m,Gn−m,Fn−m}, {κn−m, γn−m,Gn−m,Fn−m},
{κ2m, γ2m,G2m,−F2m}, {ωn−2m, αn−2m, γn−2m, βn−2m}], (3.62)
where we have used that G−m−m = G2m and F−m−m =−F2m according to (3.27).
Finally, the self–self–self transfer functions can be determined by
G3n = 13Gn+n+n, F3n = 13Fn+n+n, (3.63)
which simplify to the classical solution by Stokes (1847) for monochromatic waves,
i.e.
G3n = 3128
h2κ2n
sinh6hκn
(14+ 15 cosh 2hκn + 6 cosh 4hκn + cosh 6hκn), (3.64)
F3n = 132
h2κnω1n
sinh7hκn
(−11+ 2 cosh 2hκn). (3.65)
3.3.3. Third-order correction to the first-order potential
In order to remove secular terms at third order, it is necessary (in addition to
the frequency expansion) to include a third-order correction to either the first-order
elevation or the first-order velocity potential. We choose to correct the velocity
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potential, i.e. G13n ≡ 0, and obtain the result
F13n = c2nΥnn +
N∑
m=1
m6=n
c2mΥnm, (3.66)
where cn ≡
√
a2n + b2n, and where
Υnn = ω1nκn
(−13+ 24 cosh 2hκn + cosh 4hκn
64 sinh5hκn
)
, (3.67)
Υnm = Υ [•]n6=m ≡ g4ω1nω1m cosh hκn (ω1m(κ
2
n − κ2m)− ω1nkn · km)
+ Gn+m + Gn−m
4hω21nω1m cosh hκn
(g2kn · km + ω31mω1n)
− 1
4h cosh hκn
(Fn+mκn+m sinh hκn+m + Fn−mκn−m sinh hκn−m)
+ gFn+m cosh hκn+m
4hω21nω1m cosh hκn
(
(ω1n + ω1m)(kn · km + κ2m)− ω1mκ2n+m
)
+ gFn−m cosh hκn−m
4hω21nω1m cosh hκn
(
(ω1n − ω1m)(kn · km − κ2m)− ω1mκ2n−m
)
. (3.68)
3.3.4. The time-averaged volume flux and the wave-induced return current
The time-averaged volume flux vector (Eulerian drift) is defined by
M ≡
∫ 0
−h
∇Φ dz+
∫ η
0
∇Φ dz, (3.69)
where ∇ is the horizontal gradient operator, while the overbar represents the time-
averaging process. As discussed in Madsen & Fuhrman (2006), the second integral in
(3.69) is evaluated by using Taylor series expansions from z = 0; and by substituting
the third-order expressions for Φ and η, we obtain the result
M = hU + ε2
N∑
n=1
(
c2nω1n
2κn
coth hκn
)
kn + O(ε4), (3.70)
which is a straightforward generalization of the Stokes second-order result for
monochromatic unidirectional waves.
Under certain conditions, e.g. in closed wave tanks, M must be zero, and as a result
a wave-induced return current will appear. According to (3.70) this return current can
be determined by
U =−ε2
N∑
n=1
(
c2nω1n
2hκn
coth hκn
)
kn. (3.71)
3.3.5. The third-order dispersion relation
Finally, we need to determine ω3n, which represents the third-order correction to the
dispersion relation
ωn = ω1n(1+ ε2ω3n)+ kn ·U . (3.72)
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It turns out that the dispersion relation of each wave component will be influenced by
the pairwise bichromatic interaction with all other components, and we obtain
ω3n = c2nκ2nΩnn +
N∑
m=1
m6=n
c2mκ
2
mΩnm. (3.73)
The self–self interaction term (known from Stokes third-order theory) reads
Ωnn = 8+ cosh(4hκn)
16 sinh4(hκn)
, (3.74)
while the mutual interaction terms are given by
Ωnm =Ω [•]n6=m = 1
κ2m
(
(2ω21m + ω21n)
4ω1nω1m
kn · km + 14κ
2
m
)
+ (Gn+m + Gn−m) 1
κ2m
(
gkn · km
4hω1nω1m
− ω
2
1m
4gh
)
+ ω1n
4gh
1
κ2m
(Fn+mκn+m sinh hκn+m + Fn−mκn−m sinh hκn−m)
− Fn+m cosh hκn+m
4hω1nω1m
1
κ2m
(
(ω1n − ω1m)(κ2m + kn · km)+ ω1mκ2n+m
)
+ Fn−m cosh hκn−m
4hω1nω1m
1
κ2m
(
(ω1n + ω1m)(κ2m − kn · km)− ω1mκ2n−m
)
.
(3.75)
The nonlinear dispersion relation for pairwise bichromatic interactions in finite depth
was analysed and discussed extensively by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006). Furthermore,
we used this theory to explain numerical results for nonlinear Bragg scattering (see
Madsen, Fuhrman & Wang 2006). In the present paper we have nothing further to add
on this particular issue, although we emphasize that the amplitude dispersion due to
mutual interactions between different wave components is a very important and useful
result of the present theory.
3.4. The velocity potential at the free surface
For numerical modelling of nonlinear waves, it is typically necessary to specify the
velocity potential evaluated directly on the free surface. Hence we provide expressions
for this quantity valid for multi-directional irregular waves to third order. The potential
at the free surface is given by
Φ˜ = U · x+ ε
N∑
n=1
(µn + µ∗n)(an sin θn − bn cos θn)
+ ε2
N∑
n=1
µ2n(A2n sin 2θn − B2n cos 2θn)
+ ε2
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
µn±m(An±m sin θn±m − Bn±m cos θn±m)
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+ ε3
N∑
n=1
µ3n(A3n sin 3θn − B3n cos 3θn)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
µn±2m(An±2m sin θn±2m − Bn±2m cos θn±2m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
µ2n±m(A2n±m sin θ2n±m − B2n±m cos θ2n±m)
+ ε3
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=n+1
N∑
p=m+1
µn±m±p(An±m±p sin θn±m±p − Bn±m±p cos θn±m±p), (3.76)
where
µn = Fn cosh hκn, (3.77)
µn±m = Fn±m cosh hκn±m − 12h(ω1n ± ω1m), (3.78)
µ2n = F2n cosh hκ2n − hω1n, (3.79)
µ3n = F3n cosh hκ3n − gh
2
4
κ2n
ω1n
+ h
2
(F2nγ2n − ω1nG2n), (3.80)
µn+m+p =Π [•] = Fn+m+p cosh hκn+m+p − gh
2
4
(
κ2n
ω1n
+ κ
2
m
ω1m
+ κ
2
p
ω1p
)
− h
2
(ω1nGm+p + ω1mGn+p + ω1pGn+m)
+ h
2
(Fn+mγn+m + Fn+pγn+p + Fm+pγm+p). (3.81)
We note that Π [•] has the arguments
Π [•] ≡Π [{ω1n, kn}, {ω1m, km}, {ω1p, kp}, {Gn+m,Fn+m},
{Gn+p,Fn+p}, {Gm+p,Fm+p}, {Fn+m+p}]. (3.82)
The solutions for µn−m+p, µn+m−p and µn−m−p are determined by switching the
corresponding arguments in Π [•]. This is also true for the third-order bichromatic
interactions, which are determined by, for example,
µn±2m =Π [{ω1n, kn}, {±ω1m,±km}, {±ω1m,±km}, {Gn±m,Fn±m},
{Gn±p,Fn±p}, {G2m,±F2m}, {Fn±2m}], (3.83)
and similar expressions for µ2n±m.
Finally, the third-order correction to the first-order potential leads to
µ∗n = F∗n cosh hκn + c2nΞnn + c2mΞnm + c2pΞnp, (3.84)
where
Ξnn = 14h
(
ω1nG2n + F2nκ2n sinh hκ2n − ghκ
2
n
2ω1n
)
(3.85)
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and
Ξnm =Ξ [•]n6=m = 12h
(
ω1m(Gn+m − Gn−m)+ Fn+mγn+m + Fn−mγn−m − ghκ
2
n
2ω1n
)
. (3.86)
This completes the third-order theory, which provides explicit expressions for the
surface elevation, the amplitude dispersion and the vertical variation of the velocity
potential for irregular multi-directional water waves in finite depth (expressed in terms
of the mean water depth h). Although the theory involves a large number of terms
and lengthy expressions, we have attempted to express it elegantly in the form of
multi-purpose functional expressions.
3.5. A simple example involving trichromatic interactions
We now illustrate the new theory on a third-order trichromatic interaction defined by
the wavenumber vectors
kn = κn(cosϕn, sinϕn), km = κm(cosϕm, sinϕm), kp = κp(cosϕp, sinϕp). (3.87)
We consider the following specifications: h = 1.0 m, g = 9.81 m s−2, ωn = 4.0 s−1,
an = 0.025 m, ϕn = 30◦, ωm = 4.2 s−1, am = 0.025 m, ϕm = −20◦, ωp = 4.4 s−1,
ap = 0.050 m and ϕp = 0◦. Additionally, we assume that the Eulerian drift must
be zero (wave tank conditions) and consequently the wave-induced return current
vector is determined by (3.71). Now the third-order dispersion relation leads to the
wavenumbers hκn = 1.716 66, hκm = 1.857 37 and hκp = 2.020 10. Consequently, the
wave steepnesses are anκn = 0.043, amκm = 0.047 and apκp = 0.101.
Figure 1(a) shows a perspective plot of the surface elevation, figure 1(b) shows
the first- and third-order surface elevations along the centreline (i.e. y = 0), while
figure 1(c) shows the first- and third-order velocity profiles at the point (x, y) = (0, 0).
The relevant coefficients corresponding to figure 1 are given to aid in checking any
implementation of the theory (see tables 2 and 3 in the Appendix).
4. Harmonic resonance and singularities at third order
Harmonic resonance may occur for certain combinations of frequencies and
wavenumber vectors, and this heralds the breakdown of the perturbation theory owing
to the inherent singularities in the transfer functions. In this section, we identify and
discuss these combinations.
As seen from § 3, the third-order transfer functions for a trichromatic interaction
generally have denominators
βn±m±p ≡ ω2n±m±p cosh(hκn±m±p)− gκn±m±p sinh(hκn±m±p), (4.1)
where
κn±m±p ≡ |kn ± km ± kp|, ωn±m±p ≡ ω1n ± ω1m ± ω1p, (4.2)
and where ω1n, ω1m and ω1p satisfy the linear dispersion relation (3.5). While ωn±m±p
represents the frequency of the bound wave with wavenumber κn±m±p, we may
introduce the frequency of the corresponding free wave as
ω˜n±m±p ≡
√
gκn±m±p tanh hκn±m±p. (4.3)
Now the denominators (4.1) can be expressed as
βn±m±p ≡ cosh(hκn±m±p)(ω2n±m±p − ω˜2n±m±p). (4.4)
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FIGURE 1. (Colour online available at journals.cambridge.org/flm) Third-order solution for a
trichromatic interaction in finite depth (specifications defined in § 3.5). (a) Perspective plot of
the surface elevation. (b) Surface elevation along the centreline (y= 0). (c) Velocity profile at
the centre point (x, y)= (0, 0). First-order theory (dashed line); third-order theory (full line).
For certain combinations of wave modes, these denominators may go to zero, and
according to (4.2) and (4.4) this happens if
ω˜n±m±p→±ωn±m±p =±(ω1n ± ω1m ± ω1p), kn±m±p = kn ± km ± kp. (4.5)
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This is satisfied when the frequency of the bound third-order component becomes
identical to the frequency of a free surface wave with the same wavenumber. The
condition (4.5) agrees with the general resonance condition first derived by Phillips
(1960).
4.1. Linear resonance curves for a short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave
In the following we shall focus on the canonical case of a monochromatic short-
crested wave interacting with a plane wave of another frequency, representing perhaps
the simplest genuine three-wave configuration. We express this situation by defining
the wavenumber vectors
kn = κ(p, q), km = κ(p,−q), kp = κ(1, 0), (4.6)
where
p= ρ sinϕ, q= ρ cosϕ. (4.7)
In deep water, the corresponding frequencies satisfying the linear dispersion relation
read
ω1n =√gρκ, ω1m =√gρκ, ω1p =√gκ. (4.8)
The advantage of this relatively simple case is that it can easily be studied in a
physical or numerical wave tank with fully reflective lateral boundaries as long as the
width of the tank (w) is adjusted according to the wavenumber components in the
transverse y direction, e.g. κqw = pi. It turns out that singularities occur for certain
combinations of p and q, and these solutions will be pursued in the following.
First of all, harmonic resonance can occur for the following third-order interactions:
3a: k3a = 2kn − kp, κ3a = |k3a| , ω3a = 2ω1n − ω1p, ω˜3a =√gκ3a, (4.9)
3b: k3b = 2kp − kn, κ3b = |k3b| , ω3b = 2ω1p − ω1n, ω˜3b =√gκ3b, (4.10)
3c: k3c = kn + km − kp, κ3c = |k3c| , ω3c = ω1n + ω1m − ω1p, ω˜3c =√gκ3c. (4.11)
The corresponding resonance conditions read:
3a: r3a ≡−1+ 4 (p2 + q2)1/4−4 (p2 + q2)1/2+ ((1− 2p)2+4q2)1/2 = 0, (4.12)
3b: r3b ≡−4+ 4 (p2 + q2)1/4− (p2 + q2)1/2+ ((−2+ p)2+q2)1/2 = 0, (4.13)
3c: r3c ≡ ((−1+ 2p)2)1/2+ (1− 2 (p2 + q2)1/4)
2 = 0. (4.14)
The solutions of (4.12)–(4.14) are shown in figure 2 in terms of (p, q). These are the
x and y components of the kn vector, which starts at the origin and ends on one of
the three curves 3a, 3b or 3c. By definition km is always the mirror of kn, while kp is
represented by the unit vector (1, 0) in figure 2. We note that the curve for case 3b is
identical to the ‘figure-eight’ as shown by Phillips (1960) and Longuet-Higgins (1962).
An alternative way of presenting the deep-water result is to insert (4.7) in
(4.12)–(4.14), which leads to the resonance solutions
3a: sinϕ =−6− 3ρ + 8ρ1/2 + 2ρ−1/2, (4.15)
3b: sinϕ =−6− 3ρ−1 + 8ρ−1/2 + 2ρ1/2, (4.16)
3c: sinϕ =−2+ 2ρ−1/2. (4.17)
These solutions are shown in figure 3 in terms of ρ and ϕ.
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FIGURE 2. (Colour online) Harmonic resonance curves in deep water for the case of a
monochromatic short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave of a different frequency.
Wavenumber vectors: kn = κ(p, q), km = κ(p,−q) and kp = κ(1, 0). Curves in terms of (p, q)
for k3a = 2kn − kp, k3b = 2kp − kn and k3c = kn + km − kp.
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Specifications as in figure 2, but solution shown in terms of ρ and
ϕ, where p= ρ sinϕ and q= ρ cosϕ.
Finally, the case of intermediate water depth (κh = 1.0) is treated in figure 4. Now
(4.8) and the last column of (4.9)–(4.11) are replaced by the general linear dispersion
relation, and the resonance condition solved numerically. We notice that the resonance
curves are similar to the deep-water case shown in figure 2, except for a general
shrinking of the domain.
4.2. Wave trains exposed to harmonic resonance
The third-order perturbation theory presented in this paper will obviously fail
whenever we are in the vicinity of harmonic resonance. This begs the question: Is
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FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Harmonic resonance curves in finite depth for the case of a
monochromatic short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave of a different frequency.
Wavenumber vectors: kn = κ(p, q), km = κ(p,−q) and kp = κ(1, 0). Curves in terms of (p, q)
for k3a = 2kn − kp, k3b = 2kp − kn and k3c = kn + km − kp. Finite depth: κh= 1.0.
this a mathematical failure of the theory or is it physically evident? Moreover, what
will actually happen to a wave train exposed to harmonic resonance? In order to study
these issues, we make numerical simulations of waves propagating up to 1000 water
depths (in the x direction) over a flat bottom. As mentioned earlier, the width of
the numerical wave tank (w) is adjusted according to the wavenumber components in
the transverse y direction, e.g. κqw = pi, so that the lateral boundaries can be fully
reflective. Again, the test cases are well suited for investigation in laboratory facilities,
although it does require a relatively long wave flume.
In the following we shall test the response to various second- or third-order
boundary conditions. If these conditions are adequate, the input waves will travel
down the flume as steady waves with constant harmonic amplitudes. Although the
simulations will be conducted in the time domain and the natural output is the time
and space variation of, for example, the surface elevation, we shall focus on the
spatial evolution of the relevant harmonics for a range of wave conditions, obtained
through regression techniques. The vehicle for this investigation is a numerical model,
which solves the high-order Boussinesq-type formulation by Madsen, Bingham & Liu
(2002) and Madsen, Bingham & Scha¨ffer (2003). Linear and nonlinear properties are
accurately represented up to wavenumber times water depth kh' 25, while the interior
velocity field is accurate up to kh ' 12 even for highly nonlinear waves. A detailed
description of the numerical scheme can be found in Madsen et al. (2002) for
one horizontal dimension, and in Fuhrman & Bingham (2004) for two horizontal
dimensions.
For the interaction between a monochromatic short-crested wave and a plane wave
at another frequency (as defined by (4.6) and (4.7)), we can expect energy on two
first-order frequencies, four second-order frequencies and six third-order frequencies.
We introduce the notation aij and ωij for the relevant amplitudes and frequencies,
where j covers the interval from unity to the maximum number of frequencies at the
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order i. The relevant amplitude and frequency functions are given by
a11 ≡ |an + am + G2n−mA2n−m + Gn−2mAn−2m| at ω11 ≡ ωn,
a12 ≡ |ap + Gn−m+pAn−m+p + Gn−m−pAn−m−p| at ω12 ≡ ωp,
a21 ≡ |G2nA2n + G2mA2m + Gn+mAn+m| at ω21 ≡ 2ωn,
a22 ≡ |Gn+pAn+p + Gm+pAm+p| at ω22 ≡ ωn + ωp,
a23 ≡ |G2pA2p| at ω23 ≡ 2ωp,
a24 ≡ |Gn−pAn−p + Gm−pAm−p| at ω24 ≡ ωn − ωp,
a31 ≡ |Gn+m+pAn+m+p + G2n+pA2n+p + G2m+pA2m+p| at ω31 ≡ 2ωn + ωp,
a32 ≡ |Gn+m−pAn+m−p + G2n−pA2n−p + G2m−pA2m−p| at ω32 ≡ 2ωn − ωp,
a33 ≡ |G3nA3n + G3mA3m + Gn+2mAn+2m + G2n+mA2n+m| at ω33 ≡ 3ωn,
a34 ≡ |Gn+2pAn+2p + Gm+2pAm+2p| at ω34 ≡ ωn + 2ωp,
a35 ≡ |Gn−2pAn−2p + Gm−2pAm−2p| at ω35 ≡ ωn − 2ωp,
a36 ≡ |G3pA3p| at ω36 ≡ 3ωp.

(4.18)
Throughout this investigation, we consider the case defined by h = 1.0 m, hκn =
hκm ' 1.48 and hκp ' 2.0. The first-order amplitudes are defined at a relatively low
nonlinearity (an/h = am/h = 0.015, ap/h = 0.030), while the angle ϕ defining the
short-crested waves is varied from 50 to 72◦ (with 90◦ corresponding to the direction
of the plane wave). We emphasize that the current vector U is set to zero throughout
the calculations (i.e. an Eulerian drift is allowed).
Whenever it makes physical sense, we use third-order boundary conditions.
However, close to resonance we use second-order boundary conditions. The reason
is that the perturbation theory will produce infinite third-order transfer functions (i.e.
amplitudes) close to their singularities, while the second-order solution will remain
finite. Hence, while we can use the third-order theory to predict when resonance
can be expected, the third-order transfer functions are not valid in this region.
The second-order boundary conditions therefore provide the highest-order basis to
investigate the resulting nonlinear harmonic evolution. With second-order conditions,
the dispersion relation for the input is linear, which leads to the input frequencies
ωn = ωm = 3.617 77 s−1 and ωp = 4.349 05 s−1. Nonlinearities occurring in the system
may then slightly modify κn and κp but approximately we have that ρ ≡ κn/κp ' 0.74.
In this case (4.15)–(4.17) predict resonance to occur at approximately ϕ ' 70◦ in the
component ω35.
Figure 5 depicts computed harmonic amplitudes based on ϕ = 50◦, which is far from
resonance. In this case the theoretical second harmonics are 20–60 times smaller than
the first harmonics, while the third harmonics are another 10–20 times smaller than the
second harmonics, except for a35, which is only three times smaller than the largest
second harmonic. We note that all 12 harmonics generated at the western boundary
remain constant throughout the domain, i.e. showing no sign of harmonic modulation.
Hence, for this case, the third-order boundary condition is in good agreement with the
nonlinearity inherent in the model system.
Figure 6 depicts computed harmonic amplitudes based on ϕ = 65◦, which brings
us closer to the theoretical resonance in ω35. This change increases the theoretical
magnitude of the third harmonic a35 by a factor of five, while the remaining third
harmonics and the second harmonics are practically unchanged. As this is by far the
most significant third-order component, it will be the only one shown on the remaining
plots. It is interesting to note that the amplitude of a35 has now become somewhat
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FIGURE 5. Spatial evolution of harmonic amplitudes computed by a high-order Boussinesq
model; ϕ = 50◦ (third-order input): (a) first harmonics; (b) second harmonics; (c) third
harmonic ω35 = ωn − 2ωp; and (d) remaining third harmonics. Specifications: h = 1.0 m,
an = am = 0.015 m, ap = 0.030 m, hκn = hκm = 1.48, hκp = 2.00, kn = κn(sinϕ, cosϕ),
km = κm(sinϕ,− cosϕ), kp = κp(1, 0).
larger than the largest of the second harmonics, and strictly speaking this violates
the basic assumptions for the perturbation solution. Nevertheless, we notice only a
moderate modulation of the amplitude of a35 throughout the wave tank, indicating that
the third-order input is still in reasonable agreement with the nonlinearity inherent in
the model system, despite the fact that the transfer function for Gn−2p is close to a
singularity at this point. The spatial variation of the first and second harmonics shows
little sign of modulation.
Figure 7 also covers ϕ = 65◦, but now only second-order boundary conditions have
been applied. This triggers a modulation in all third harmonics (again only a35 is
shown) and the effect carries over to the second harmonics, while the first harmonics
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FIGURE 6. Spatial evolution of harmonic amplitudes computed by a high-order Boussinesq
model; ϕ = 65◦ (third-order input): (a) first harmonics; (b) second harmonics; and (c) third
harmonic ω35 = ωn − 2ωp.
remain almost constant. In comparison with figure 6, it can be concluded that the
third-order boundary condition leads to a much more stable harmonic evolution than
if we apply only second-order conditions. This conclusion supports the perturbation
theory even though its basic assumptions have been violated (with a35 being larger
than the largest of the second harmonics).
Figure 8 depicts computed harmonic amplitudes based on ϕ = 69◦, i.e. very close
to the theoretical harmonic resonance. In this case the theoretical prediction of a35 is
unrealistically high, and the third-order theory is now useless for providing boundary
conditions. Instead, we run the model with second-order boundary conditions, and
this expectedly triggers a strong modulation in a35. The pattern is not fundamentally
different from that shown in figure 7 except that the local peak values and beat lengths
of a35 have grown significantly. Consequently, this effect now carries over to the
second and first harmonics, which are no longer stable and constant.
Figure 9 depicts the computed harmonic amplitudes based on the three cases
(a) ϕ = 70◦, (b) ϕ = 71◦ and (c) ϕ = 72◦, surrounding the theoretical harmonic
resonance. Again we utilize second-order boundary conditions. The plots show the
resulting spatial variation of a11, a12 and a35, the latter being zero at the boundary.
In all three cases we notice a strong modulation in a35, which clearly carries over
to a11 and a12. The most extreme case appears to be ϕ = 71◦ (figure 9b), which we
shall discuss in further detail in the following. Near the input boundary, the wave
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FIGURE 7. Spatial evolution of harmonic amplitudes computed by a high-order Boussinesq
model; ϕ = 65◦ (second-order input): (a) first harmonics; (b) second harmonics; and (c) third
harmonic ω35 = ωn − 2ωp.
train is dominated by the plane wave a12 and the short-crested wave a11, while a35
is almost zero. Figure 10(a) shows a perspective plot of the corresponding surface
elevation for the segment 0 6 x/h 6 15. According to figure 9(b), a35/h gradually
grows, owing to harmonic resonance, to reach a maximum of approximately 0.03 in
the region x/h ' 400. Simultaneously, the amplitude of the plane wave a12/h decays
to a minimum of 0.01 in the same region, while a11/h grows slightly to reach
0.038. This implies that, in the region near x/h ' 400, the surface elevation will be
dominated by the original short-crested wave a11 and the new resonating short-crested
wave a35, while the original plane wave a12 significantly decays. Figure 10(b) shows
a perspective plot of the corresponding surface elevation covering the segment of
3856 x/h6 400. The difference between figures 10(a) and 10(b) is remarkable.
4.3. Estimating the beat length of a35
In all cases shown in figures 6–9, the pattern of a35 looks like harmonic modulation
rather than the growth of a singularity, and we shall therefore try to estimate the beat
lengths in the following and compare them with the numerical results.
First of all, the bound third harmonic is defined by
ω35 = 2ωp − ωn, k35 = 2kp − kn, (4.19)
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FIGURE 8. Spatial evolution of harmonic amplitudes computed by a high-order Boussinesq
model; ϕ = 69◦ (second-order input): (a) first harmonics; (b) second harmonics; and (c) third
harmonic ω35 = ωn − 2ωp.
where the primary waves are given by
kp ≡ κp(1, 0), kn ≡ κn(sinϕ, cosϕ), km ≡ κn(sinϕ,− cosϕ). (4.20)
Hence it is defined entirely in terms of the free waves (ωp, kp) and (ωn, kn), which
both satisfy the dispersion relation. By forcing the component ω35 to zero at the
input boundary, a spurious free wave (ωs, ks) of the same frequency ωs = ω35 will be
released. Since the spurious wave is a free wave, its wavenumber ks will satisfy the
dispersion relation, in contrast to k35, which will not.
Next, the y component of ks will be identical to that of the bound wave because of
the the physical constraints in the y direction (with fully reflective lateral boundaries).
Hence we get
ksy = 2kpy − kny. (4.21)
This implies that the x component of ks can be determined by
ksx =
√
κ2s − k2sy where κs ≡ |ks|. (4.22)
Typically, ksx (the spurious wave) will be different from the x component of k35 (the
bound wave), and therefore a spatial modulation in the x direction can be expected
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FIGURE 9. Spatial evolution of the harmonic amplitudes a11, a12 and a35. Computed by a
high-order Boussinesq model with second-order input: (a) ϕ = 70◦; (b) ϕ = 71◦; and
(c) ϕ = 72◦.
of a35. The resulting beat length can thus be estimated by
xbeat = 2pi|ksx − k35x| where k35x ≡ 2κp − κn sinϕ. (4.23)
To utilize (4.23) and compare it with numerical simulations, we may consider
various options for determining the relevant wavenumber vectors.
1. Option 1 is to assume that κn, κp and κs can all be estimated by the linear
dispersion relation (3.5).
2. Option 2 is to assume that κn and κp obey the third-order amplitude dispersion
relation (3.45) with (3.73) involving the interaction between the primary
components kn, km and kp, while the spurious wave is treated as linear.
3. Option 3 is to assume that the spurious wave is infinitesimal, but that its
wavenumber ks participates in the nonlinear interaction with the three primary
waves kn, km and kp. In comparison with option 2, this will have no effects on kn,
km and kp but it could have a strong effect on ks and therefore also on the beat
length.
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FIGURE 10. Segments of the computed free surface elevation for the case of ϕ = 71◦:
(a) 06 x/h6 15; and (b) 3856 x/h6 400.
4. Option 4 is to allow as to be finite, which would influence also the determination
of kn, km and kp. However, this option would require that the magnitude of the
spurious wave is known or can be estimated from the beginning.
We have utilized options 1, 2 and 3 and determined the corresponding beat lengths
from (4.23). Table 1 shows the predictions compared to the numerical simulations for
a range of wave angles (previously studied in figures 4–8). The individual predictions
will typically become very large when ϕ approaches the point of singularity. We notice
that options 1, 2 and 3 reach this point for ϕ = 70, 69 and 71◦, respectively. As
expected, option 3 generally leads to the most accurate prediction of the beat length,
and except for ϕ = 70–71◦ it is relatively accurate. This implies that to predict the beat
length most accurately near harmonic resonance, the wavenumbers should generally be
determined by the third-order dispersion relation, allowing for the nonlinear interaction
between kn, km, kp and ks.
5. Summary and conclusions
A new third-order solution for multi-directional irregular water waves in finite water
depth has been presented. The solution provides explicit expressions for the surface
elevation, the amplitude dispersion and the vertical variation of the velocity potential.
Specific expressions for the velocity potential at the free surface are also given. The
formulation incorporates the effect of an ambient arbitrarily directed current with the
option of specifying zero net volume flux.
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ϕ (deg.) Simulated Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
60 38 42 36
65 78 82 103 72
66 105 141 89
67 142 217 114
68 147 215 449 156
69 200 425 15 722 243
70 352 6780 443 523
71 725 511 230 5317
72 400 252 157 457
75 107 86 132
TABLE 1. Predicted and simulated beat lengths Lbeat/h for component a35 (Eulerian drift is
allowed).
The new third-order transfer functions for trichromatic interactions basically require
the input of the amplitude, the frequency and the direction of (at least) three
independent linear waves on a given water depth. By setting one of these amplitudes
to zero, the formulation automatically simplifies to the third-order formulation for
bichromatic waves given by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006). If we additionally use
the same frequency for the remaining two first-order waves, the formulation further
simplifies to describe the third-order monochromatic short-crested waves considered
by Chappelear (1961) and Hsu et al. (1979). Through the elegant use of multi-
purpose functions, the new formulation is of the same complexity as the bichromatic
formulation by Madsen & Fuhrman (2006).
Harmonic resonance may occur at third order for certain combinations of
frequencies and wavenumber vectors. This situation has been analysed for a
monochromatic short-crested wave interacting with a plane wave with a different
frequency, and the resulting resonance curves have been shown for deep water as
well as finite-depth interactions. In the case of harmonic resonance, the perturbation
theory will break down due to inherent singularities in the transfer functions. However,
even when the theory fails to predict the wave amplitudes near harmonic resonance,
it can still provide a fairly accurate estimate of the interacting wavenumbers via the
third-order amplitude dispersion.
Utilizing generation boundary conditions based on the new theory, we have made
long-term simulations with a high-order Boussinesq model to study the evolution of
wave trains both away from and near harmonic resonance. Far from resonance, the
amplitudes are steady, providing confirmation of the theory. Near resonance, second-
order boundary conditions have been applied, and consequently harmonic modulation
will occur in the third and higher harmonics. The modulation is particularly strong for
the third-order components, which are close to resonance, and in extreme cases it has
been demonstrated that their amplitudes may grow to become as large as the first-order
components. However, all the observed patterns show a recurrence from zero to a peak
and then back to zero, and the corresponding beat lengths can be estimated by the
third-order theory using various options. The best option has been to assume that the
spurious wave (the resonating component) is infinitesimal, but that its wavenumber ks
participates in the nonlinear interaction with the three primary finite-amplitude waves
with wavenumbers kn, km and kp. This estimate is fairly accurate as long as the
spurious wave is not too large.
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Gn+m 1.21227 Fn+m 0.06725 µn+m −3.2100
Gn−m 0.23110 Fn−m −0.15114 µn−m −0.2644
Gn+p 1.84576 Fn+p −0.00177 µn+p −4.2063
Gn−p −0.02151 Fn−p −1.06833 µn−p −1.4616
Gm+p 2.08857 Fm+p −0.01257 µm+p −4.5563
Gm−p −0.05519 Fm−p −1.39583 µm−p −1.6396
G2n 2.2099 F2n −0.05665 µ2n −4.8517
G2m 2.2496 F2m −0.03275 µ2m −4.8383
G2p 2.3213 F2p −0.01744 µ2p −4.8699
Gn+m+p 5.7970 Fn+m+p 0.01363 µn+m+p −14.6932
Gn−m+p −19.4274 Fn−m+p 8.3119 µn−m+p 43.6845
Gn+m−p 11.0085 Fn+m−p −17.635 µn+m−p −31.1801
Gn−m−p −20.1654 Fn−m−p −5.2989 µn−m−p −42.1139
Gn+2m 4.4984 Fn+2m 0.02081 µn+2m −12.3356
Gn−2m −10.0604 Fn−2m −2.3172 µn−2m −22.1368
G2n+m 4.3213 F2n+m 0.02734 µ2n+m −12.0861
G2n−m −6.2325 F2n−m 2.1495 µ2n−m 15.4132
Gn+2p 8.2574 Fn+2p 0.008435 µn+2p −19.0664
Gn−2p −46.2707 Fn−2p −12.2461 µn−2p −93.2046
G2n+p 7.7497 F2n+p 0.01389 µ2n+p −18.3511
G2n−p −14.9513 F2n−p 10.212 µ2n−p 37.873
Gm+2p 9.7798 Fm+2p 0.005915 µm+2p −21.6745
Gm−2p −84.3545 Fm−2p −32.1242 µm−2p −177.486
G2m+p 9.4711 F2m+p 0.007542 µ2m+p −21.2328
G2m−p −45.472 F2m−p 30.1335 µ2m−p 108.768
G3n 3.2570 F3n 0.004151 µ3n −7.3561
G3m 3.4665 F3m 0.002496 µ3m −7.6360
G3p 3.7803 F3p 0.001326 µ3p −8.0819
TABLE 2. Transfer functions for the third-order trichromatic interaction. Note that G is
dimensionless, while F and µ have the dimension m s−1.
Υnn 0.6312 Ξnn 0.5333 Ωnn 0.5796
Υmm 0.5361 Ξmm 0.7036 Ωmm 0.5571
Υpp 0.4529 Ξpp 0.8938 Ωpp 0.5395
Υnm 0.2540 Ξnm 1.3647 Ωnm 0.5486
Υmn 0.1406 Ξmn 1.5546 Ωmn 0.6422
Υnp 0.8033 Ξnp 1.5626 Ωnp 0.7386
Υpn 0.4317 Ξpn 2.0059 Ωpn 1.0228
Υmp 0.8573 Ξmp 1.7494 Ωmp 0.9000
Υpm 0.6402 Ξpm 1.9925 Ωpm 1.0646
TABLE 3. Important coefficients for the third-order trichromatic interaction. Note that Ω is
dimensionless, while Υ and Ξ have the dimension m−1 s−1.
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Appendix
Tables 2 and 3 provide the relevant coefficients corresponding to figure 1 and they
are given to aid in checking any implementation of the theory.
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